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ABSTRACT'! Navigation! in!virtual!environments!relies!on!an!accurate!spatial!rendering.!A!virtual!object! is!localized!according!to!its!position!in!the!environment,!which!is!usually!defined!by!the!following!three!coordinates:!azimuth,!elevation!and!distance.!Even!though!several!studies!investigated!the!perception!of!auditory!and!visual!cues!in!azimuth!and!elevation,!little!has!been!made!on!the!distance!dimension.!This!study!aims!at!investigating!the!way!humans!estimate!visual!and!auditory!egocentric!distances!of!virtual!objects.!Subjects!were!asked!to!estimate!the!egocentric!distance!of!2!to!20!m!distant!objects!in!three! contexts:! auditory! perception! alone,! visual! one! alone,! combination! of! both! perceptions! (with!coherent! and! incoherent! visual! and! auditory! cues).! Even! though! egocentric! distance! was! under&estimated! in! all! contexts,! the! results! showed!a!higher! influence!of! visual! information! than! auditory!information!on!the!perceived!distance.!Specifically,!the!bimodal!incoherent!condition!!gave!perceived!distances!equivalent!to!the!those!in!the!visual&only!condition!only!when!the!visual!target!was!closer!to!the!subject!than!the!auditory!target.!
'
1.'INTRODUCTION'!Navigation! in! our! surrounding! environment! relies! on! an! accurate! localization! of! the! objects!present!in!this!environment!(e.g.!furnitures!in!a!room,!cars!in!a!street).!The!position!of!these!objects!is!defined! by! the! following! three! coordinates:! azimuth! (φ),! elevation! (θ)! and! distance! (ρ).! However,!distance!perception!has! received! relatively! less! scientific! attention! than!directional! localization! (i.e.!azimuth! and! elevation).! According! to! Cutting! and! Vishton! [1]! our! surrounding! (perceived)!environment!can!be!divided!in!three!regions:!the!personal!space!(ρ!<!2!m),!the!action!space!(2!<!ρ!<!30m)!and!the!vista!space!(ρ!>!30m).!!Humans!use!mainly!auditory!and!visual!perceptions!to! localize!objects.!By!using!either!visual![2,3]! or! auditory! [4]! cues,! egocentric! distance! is! under&estimated! by! human! subjects! (the! under&estimation!degree!depends!on!the!target!distance!and!the!reporting!method).!This!under&estimation!could!be!a!“margin!of!safety”!for!possible!danger!in!our!surrounding!environment![5].!Actually!several!studies! on! distance! perception! showed! that! object! location! is! under&estimated! in! action! and! vista!spaces,!and!accurately!or!slightly!over&estimated! in!personal!space.!The! literature!shows!that!vision!enables! more! accuracy! in! object! localization! than! audition,! for! azimuth! and! elevation! [6],! and! for!distance![7].!Distance!perception! in! real! environments!has!been!well! studied!but! few!studies!have!used!a!virtual! environment.! In! certain! studies,! similar! under&estimations! of! the! target! distance! have! been!observed!with!real!and!virtual!objects,!which!suggest!possible!use!of!auditory!and!visual!displays!for!distance!perception!studies.!However,!several!characteristics!of!these!displays!can!have!an!influence!on! distance! perception! (distance! compression! [8]).! Even! though! experiments! conducted! in! real!environments!have!more!ecological!validity,!they!enable!less!control!on!the!experimental!conditions!than!experiments! that!make!use!of! virtual! environments! (especially! conditions!with!non&coincident!visual!and!auditory!cues).!!
1.1.'Distance'perception:'auditory'cues'!
1.1.1.#Intensity#The!intensity!of!the!sound!source!and!the!variation!of!this!intensity!according!to!the!position!of!the!sound!source!is!the!primary!acoustic!cue!to!distance.!Humans!are!very!sensitive!to!small!changes!in! overall! intensity! enabling! to! detect! fine! distance! variation! [9].! In! free&field! condition! and! for! a!
distance!higher!than!1!meter,!the!intensity!of!the!source!decreases!according!to!an!inverse&square!low,!i.e.! a! 6! dB! decay! in! sound! pressure! for! a! doubling! of! physical! distance! [10].! Since! the! intensity! is!relative!to!the!sound!level!of!the!source,!this!cue!requires!prior!knowledge!of!the!sound!source!level!to!provide!absolute!distance!perception.!However,!it!is!important!to!note!that!the!perceived!level!of!the!sound! source! is! also! influenced! by! the! signal! characteristics! such! as! its! time&! and! frequency&components.! Therefore,! the! cue! loudness! [11]! is!more!pertinent! than! the! cue! intensity! for!distance!perception!studies.!!!
1.1.2.#Direct/to/reverberant#energy#ratio#A! free&field! condition! is! rarely! obtained! and! all! other! environments! include! sound! reflecting!surfaces!producing!reverberation.!In!this!case!overall!intensity!is!highly!influenced!by!the!properties!of!the!listening!environment!(room!size,!wall!and!floor!materials,!furniture)!and!of!the!sound!source!(directivity).! Consequently,! the! perceived! auditory! distance! is! influenced! by! the! ratio! between! the!intensity! of! the! direct! sound,! Id,! and! the! intensity! of! the! reverberated! sound,! Ir.! Contrary! to! the!intensity!cue,!the!ratio!Id/Ir!provides!absolute!distance!information.!In!addition,!the!early!reflections!create!an!auditory!“image”!of!the!listening!environment.!Mershon! and! King! [12]! showed! that! distance! judgments! of! listeners! are!more! accurate! in! a!reverberant!environment!than!in!an!anechoic!one.!An!increase!of!the!reverberation!time!results!in!an!increase!of!the!perceived!egocentric!distance![13].!Even!though!the!direct&to&reverberant!energy!ratio!provides!absolute!distance!information,!Zahorik!et!al.! [4]!demonstrated!that!this!distance!cue!is! less!precise!than!intensity!in!order!to!detect!a!variation!of!the!sound!source!position.!!It!is!important!to!note!that!the!diffuse!part!of!Ir!is!independent!of!the!sound!source!position.!In!addition,! the! diffuse! part! of! the! reverberation! can! introduce! a! spreading! of! the! sound! source! that!degrades!its!accurate!localization,!especially!in!navigation!task![14].!!!
1.1.3.#Coloration#In!free!field!and!mainly!for! large!distances,! !a!dissipation!of!the!energy!in!high!frequencies! is!introduced!by!the!viscosity!of!the!air!and!the!thermal!conduction!from!the!compressed!zones!to!the!expanded!ones![15].!A!closed!listening!environment!has!also!an!impact!on!the!spectrum!according!to!its!dimension!and!wall!absorption.!
In!near!field!sound!source!(ρ!<!1m),!the!listener!himself!introduces!an!amplification!of!the!low!frequencies!due!to!reflections!on!his!head!and!torso.!!However,!as!the!modified!spectrum!depends!on!the!original!sound,!the!coloration!cue!provides!information!on!relative!distance!only,!except!for!the!case!of!a!previously!known!sound!source.!!
1.1.4.#Binaural#cues#Directional! information! corresponds! to! two! binaural! cues:! the! Interaural! Time! Differences!(ITD)!and!the!Interaural!Level!Differences!(ILD)!introduced!by!the!distance!between!the!two!ears!and!the!head!geometry.!The!advantage!of!these!binaural!cues!is!that!they!provide!absolute!information!of!the!egocentric!distance:!by!directly!comparing!the!ILD!and!ITD!cues!or!by!analyzing!the!influence!of!head!rotations!on!ILD!and!ITD!cues,! the! listeners!are!able!to!quantify!the!distance!of!sound!sources![16].! For!near&field,!i.e.!distance!below!1m,!listeners!may!take!advantage!of!the!ILD!to!estimate!the!egocentric!distance!of! sound!source! that!are!not! in! the!median!plane! [17]!:! the! ILD!depends!on! the!azimuth!of!the!sound!source!and!increases!when!the!sound!source!approaches!the!head.!For!distances!above! 1m,! Shinn&Cunningham! [18]! showed! that! the! ILD! has! a! reduced! influence! on! the! distance!perception.!!!




1.2.1.#Monocular#visual#cues#The!observer!is!able!to!extract!depth!information!with!one!eye!only,!i.e.!from!monocular!cues.!Occlusion!or!interposition!appears!in!case!an!object!overlaps!another.!The!covered!object!is!judged!to!be!further!away!than!the!completely!visible!object.!Occlusion!is!a!major!cue!for!relative!distance.!!The! size! of! the! visual! object! provide! information! on! the! relative! distance.! A! bigger! object! is!judged!closer!than!a!similar!smaller!object.!However,!as! for!the! intensity!of!a!sound!source,!without!information!of!the!original!size!of!the!object,!size!provides!information!on!relative!distance!only.!!Outside,! aerial! perspective! is! a! monocular! cue! for! object! distance! above! 100m.! This! cue!introduces!an!effect!similar!to!the!atmospheric!attenuation!in!audition:!distant!objects!are!perceived!more!blurry!than!nearer!objects.!!Perspective!is!an!accurate!monocular!visual!cue.!This!cue!means!that!parallel!lines,!e.g.!railroad!tracks,!appear!to!meet!in!distance.!!!
1.2.3.#Binocular#visual#cues#Proprioceptive!cues!include!two!cues:!the!convergence!and!the!accommodation.!The!two!eyes!synchronously! converge,! i.e.! move! together,! to! look! at! a! given! place! denoted! the! fixation! point.!Accommodation! is! a! dynamic! process! of! the! visual! system! which! is! linked! to! convergence.!Accommodation!enables!observers!to!focus!on!an!object!by!changing!the!shape!of!its!crystalline!lens.!The! object! placed! at! the! fixation! point! appears! sharp!whereas! the! objects! placed! behind! or! ahead!appear!blurry![26].!Both!cues!provide!accurate!absolute!egocentric!cues!within!the!personal!space,!i.e.!below!2!m![1]!since!for!higher!distances,!the!two!visual!axes!are!almost!parallel.!Binocular!vision,! i.e.!by!using!our!two!eyes,!enables!us! to!extract!depth! information! from!the!differences!between!the!image!on!the!left!eye!and!the!right!one.!These!differences!are!induced!by!the!overlapped! fields! of! views! of! eyes! and! enable! to! extract! binocular! disparity.! Binocular! disparity!provides!relative!distance!information.!Visual!objects!that!are!in!front!of!or!behind!the!fixation!point!create! a! disparity! on! the! two! eyes.! From! this! disparity! the! observer! is! able! to! detect! the! relative!position!of!the!objects!compared!to!the!fixation!point![27].!
Several! studies! reported! that! binocular! vision! provides! additional! distance! information! to!monocular! vision! in! the! personal! space! only! [1,! 3].! However! Palmisano! et! al.! [28]! affirmed! that!binocular!disparity!is!an!accurate!relative!distance!cue!for!near!and!far!objects.!!
1.2.4#Visual#displays#Virtual! reality! applications! make! use! of! specific! interactive! visual! displays,! such! as! Head&Mounted!Displays!(HMDs)!or!Cave!Automatic!Virtual!Environments!(CAVEs),!in!order!to!immerse!the!observer! in! the! visual! scene.! These! displays! are! usually! based! on! stereoscopic! and! real&time!rendering.!Such!stereoscopic!visual!displays!have!several!limitations![29].!For!instance,!they!yield!to!an! accommodation&convergence! mismatch:! in! real! environments! accommodation! and! convergence!are!linked!together!whereas!by!using!visual!displays!observers!accommodate!on!the!image!plane!(the!screen).! In! addition,! they! provide! a! restricted! field! of! view! and! often! a! low! quality! of! graphics!rendering!compared!to!a!real!environment.!Some! studies! on! visual! distance! performances! showed! differences! in! distance! perception!between!real!and!virtual!visual!environments.!Willemsen!and!Gooch![30]!and!Loomis!et!al.![7]!showed!that!visual!displays! introduced!a! larger!under&estimation!of! the! target!egocentric!distance! than!real!environments.!Klein!et!al.![8]!reported!that!the!use!of!a!reduced!field!of!view!introduces!a!compression!of!target!egocentric!distance!in!visual!virtual!environments.!Plumert!et!al.![33]!suggested!that!distance!perception!in!virtual!environments!with!large&screen!visual!displays!is!similar!to!distance!perception!in!real!environments!whereas!HMDs! introduce!underestimation!of! target!distances.! Interrante!et!al.![31]! suggested! that! better! estimation! of! the! egocentric! distance! is! obtained! in! case! the! virtual!environment!used!during! the!experiment!reproduces! the! test! room,! i.e.! the!real!environment!which!surrounds! the! subject.! Nevertheless,! in! case! the! virtual! environment! does! not! simulate! a! real!environment! Murgia! and! Sharkey! [32]! indicated! that! linear! perspective! cues! provide! a! sufficient!amount!of! information! for!distance!perception.!Other!studies!showed!coherent!results!between!real!and!virtual!environments![27,!34].!!
1.3.'Cue'combination'and'nonCcoincident'cues'
'In!natural!environments,!auditory!and!visual!distance!cues!are!available.!Subjects!are!thus!able!to! combine! both! cues! to! localize! an! object.! However,! visual! and! auditory! cues! do! not! equally!contribute! to! perceived! distance! [35].! According! to! Spence! [36],! the! congruence! of! the! visual! and!
auditory! information! appears! at! two! different! levels:! the! cues! should! be! synchronized! in! time! and!space!and!the!semantic!information!provided!by!the!visual!and!auditory!cues!should!be!coherent.!In!case!the!spatially!disparate!visual!object!and!sound!source!stay!within!a!spatial!window!(more!or!less!large! depending! on! the! direction),! the! visible! target! attracts! the! perceived! sound! localization.! This!specific!mechanism!called!«!visual&capture!effect!»!or!«!ventriloquism!effect!»!introduces!a!significant!bias! of! sound! localization! in! both! azimuth! and! elevation! dimensions! [37].! Above! this! integration!window humans! are! not! able! to! create! a! unique! and! coherent! multimodal! object.! The! visual! and!auditory!cues!are!thus!perceived!as!incoherent.!!While!some!authors!described!the!ventriloquism!effect!as!a!complete!capture!of! the!auditory!signal!by!the!visual!signal![38,!39,!40],!Alais!and!Burr![41]!have!shown!that!this!effect!can!be!explained!by! a! model! of! optimal! combination! of! visual! and! auditory! spatial! cues,! where! each! modality! is!weighted!by! an! inverse! estimate! of! its! variability.!Our! ability! to!make!use! of! visual! cues! to! localize!stimuli!typically!leads!to!less!variability!than!our!ability!of!using!auditory!cues!only.!So!when!a!conflict!arises! between! these! modalities,! visual! information! tends! to! bias! responses! to! auditory! stimuli.!However! if! visual! stimuli!were! blurred! so! that! they!would! become! harder! to! localize,! vision! could!become!worse!than!audition,!and!the!illusion!would!work!in!reverse,!with!sound!capturing!vision![41].!The! visual&capture! effect!was!more! studied! in! azimut! and! elevation! than! in! distance.! About!distance,!a!classic!experimental!setup!consists! in!placing!several!speakers!at!different!distances! in!a!row! pointing! to! the! subject! (who! can! see! only! the! first! loudspeaker),! in! an! anechoic! or! semi&reverberant!room.!The!results!showed!that!the!subject!reported!that!the!sound!came!from!the!nearest!speaker!(whatever!the!real!active!speaker).!Mershon!et!al.![42]!showed!that!this!«!proximity!image!»!effect! highlighted! by! Gardner! [43]! with! an! anechoïc! chamber! operates! also! in! semi&reverberant!environment.!They!further!indicated!that!the!distance!from!the!sound!source!can!be!overestimated!or!underestimated!depending!on!the!position!of!the!visual!target.!In! a! study! [44]! with! a! quite! similar! setup! and! with! a! semi&reverberant! room,! half! of! the!listeners!were!blindfolded,! and!other! listeners! could! see! the! five! speakers! in! the! test! room.!Results!showed!that! the!presence!of!visual!cues! increased!the!accuracy!of!auditory!distance!perception!and!lowered! the! variability! of! the! judgments! (and! low! direct&to&reverberant! energy! ratio! reduced! this!effect).!However,!for!distances!greater!than!2!m!listeners!still!significantly!underestimate!the!distance!of!the!sound!source!(for!distances!of!4!and!5!m!from!the!source!they!never!exceeded!3!m).!It!is!also!worth! noting! that! authors! used! five! speakers! lined! up,! an! arrangement! that! could! provide! extra!
auditory!cues!from!the!filtering!due!to!the!acoustic!shadow!that!casts!the!first!speaker!(i.e.!attenuation!of!high!frequencies!for!the!loudspeakers!that!are!hidden!behind!the!first!speaker).!For!closer!auditory!sources,!in![45],!stimuli!were!either!audio&visual!300&ms!broadband!noise!bursts! presented! synchronously! with! spatially! congruent! or! incongruent! visual! stimuli/LEDs,! or!auditory&only!noise! bursts.!One!of! 8! speakers! (distance!70! cm! to!203! cm)!presented! a! stimulus! on!each! trial.! During! adaptation! runs,! the! auditory&visual! stimuli! were! presented! with! the! visual&component! closer! or! further! by! 30%! than! the! auditory&component! (displacement! direction! fixed!within! session).! The! ventriloquism! effect! was! observed! for! both! visual&closer! and! visual&further!auditory&visual!stimuli,!with!slightly!stronger!shifts!induced!by!the!visual&closer!stimuli.!All!experiments!mentioned!above!used!real!environments!with!fixed!loudspeakers!as!auditory!stimuli!and! light!sources!as!visual!stimuli.!The!use!of!virtual!environments!with!visual!and!auditory!displays!enables!new!possible!experiments!for!study!of!multisensory!bias!(especially!with!incoherent!visual!and!auditive!cues).!!
1.4.'Considerations'about'head'movements'and'dynamic'rendering''! Some!studies!about!sound!localisation!in!real!environment!showed!that!head!movements!allow!listeners! to! improve! localization! performances.! Especially! they! significantly! decrease! front&back!errors![46]!(because!systematic!changes!in!ILD!and!ITD!occur!when!the!head!rotates).!However,!the!utility!of!these!cues!for!auditory!distance!perception!is!doubtful!for!far&away!sources![4]:!for!targets!with!an!egocentric!distance!larger!than!1m,!ILD!and!ITD!do!not!change!with!distance,!and!so!the!head!movements!do!not! improve! the!distance!perception! [47].!The! interest!of!head! tracking! for!dynamic!audio! rendering! (usually! binaural)! in! virtual! environments! was! also! studied.! The! increase! of!localisation!performances!with!a!dynamic!auditory!system!is!quite!low,!however!the!front&back!errors!decreased,!as!in!real!environment![24].!!About! localization!of!visual!object,! it!was! shown! that! the!angular!motion!of! the! image!of! the!object! could! be! used! for! judging! the! size! and! distance! of! the! object! [48,49].! Moreover! during!translatory!motion!of!the!head,!the!images!of!near!objects!move!more!rapidly!than!those!of!far!objects,!relative! to! the!head! [50].!Thus,! visual!dynamic! rendering! increase! the!distance!perception!of! visual!objects![51].!




' The! present! study! focuses! on! the! influence! of! acoustic! and! visual! cues! on! the! perceived!distance.! Therefore,! the! same! visual! object! and! auditory! source! were! processed! through! different!conditions.!There!were!four!experimental!variables:!presentation!modality!(auditory&only,!visual&only!and!bimodal),!target!distance!(2!m,!3!m,!5!m,!10!m,!20!m),!room!reverberation!(«!short!»:!370!ms!or!«!long!»!:!860!ms!reverberation!time)!and!amount!of!visual!information!(«!few!»!or!«!many!»).!The!48!test! conditions! are! summarized! in! Table! 1.! The! present! study! investigates! the! distance! perception!within! the! action! space,! i.e.! where! the! binocular! and! binaural! cues! are! less! accurate! than! in! the!personal!space![1,18].!In!addition,!the!combination!of!modalities!in!distance!perception!were!assessed!by!using!8!conditions!with!spatially!noncoincident!auditory!and!visual!cues.!For!these!conditions,!the!sound!source!is!placed!behind!or!ahead!the!visual!object.!!The!experiments!were!carried!out!in!a!test!room!with!the!light!switched!off,!except!a!desk!light!to!enable!the!subjects!seeing!the!keypad.!The!visual!target!consisted!in!a!virtual!blue!loudspeaker!of!40×60!cm2.!This!virtual!target!takes!advantage!of!the!subjects’!belief!that!loudspeakers!is!an!acoustic!device!which!produces!sounds.!Loudspeaker!as!a!visual!target!is!also!one!of!the!most!used!in!studies!with!real!environments.!The! visual! environment! was! a! virtual! room! corresponding! to! the! extension! of! the! real! test!room!through!the!visual!display.!Figure!1!shows!a!schematic!top&view!of!the!test!room!including!the!virtual!extension!of!the!room.!The!visual!display!was!a!2.4!×!1.8!m2!stereoscopic!screen!with!a!1280!×!1024!resolution!combined!to!passive!polarized!goggles.!Throughout!the!experiment,!the!subjects!were!positioned!on!a!chair!placed!at!2!m!in!front!of!the!middle!of!the!screen!resulting!in!a!62°!horizontal!field! of! view.!The! visual! environments!were! rendered!by! the!ARéVi! library! [52],!which! is! based!on!OpenGL.!Two!visual!environments!have!been!created:!•! An! environment! with! few! visual! cues:! walls,! ceiling! and! floor.! This! visual! environment!provides!mainly!linear!perspective!cues,!see!figure!2(a).!•!An!environment!with!many!visual!cues:!walls,!ceiling,! floor!with!a! texture,!pillars!and!neon!light.!This!visual!environment!provides,!in!addition!to!the!perspective!cues,!several!visual!anchors,!see!figure!2(b).!
A!stereoscopic!rendering!technique!has!been!used!to!provide!binocular!cues!in!addition!to!the!monocular!information!provided!by!the!visual!environment.!According!to!Willemsen!et!al.![51],!a!fixed!inter&pupil!distance!does!not!impair!subjects’!performances!in!distance!estimation!task.!Therefore,!a!fixed!inter&pupil!distance!of!6.5!cm!was!used!for!the!stereoscopic!visual!rendering.!The! auditory! source!was! a! speech! signal! composed! of! two! french! sentences,! “Le! camp!d’été!s’est!passé!au!bord!du! fleuve”!spoken!by!a!male!speaker!and!“La!voiture!s’est!arrétée!au! feu!rouge”!spoken! a! female! speaker.! The! sound! stimuli! were! processed! by! a! binaural! rendering! system! and!reproduced!through!Sennheiser!HD600!headphones.!For! this!purpose,! the!auditory!source!has!been!convolved!with!Binaural!Room!Impulse!Responses!(BRIRs)!at!the!different!distances!listed!in!Table!1.!The! BRIR! accounted! for! the! Head&Related! Transfer! Functions! (HRTFs)! as! well! as! the! room!reverberation.!Since!the!use!of!non&individualized!HRTF!does!not!affect!distance!estimation!accuracy![53],!the!BRIRs!under!use!have!been!produced!with!a!dummy!head.!The!BRIRs!are!composed!of!two!parts:! 1.!Since!the!early!reflections!create!an!auditory!“image”!of!the!listening!environment,!a!specific!room! simulation! technique! has! been! used! up! to! the! second! order! reflections.! The! Matlab! toolbox!“Roomsim”![54],!which!employs!the!image&source!method,!simulates!the!reverberation!introduced!by!the!real!test!room!and!its!virtual!prolongation!(i.e.!27.1!×!5.5!×!2.60!m3).!This!script!creates!BRIRs!that!simulate! a! binaural! recording! through! the! dummy! head! Kemar! (these! HRIR! are! included! in! the!«!Roomsim!»!package)!placed!in!a!virtual!room!with!different!possible!characteristics!in!terms!of!size!and!wall!type.!For!the!experiment,!two!different!sets!of!absorption!coefficients!has!been!used!resulting!in!two!different!reverberation.!In!addition,!an!atmospheric!attenuation!model!has!been!used.!2.! Since! the! diffuse&field! part! of! the! reverberation! is! independant! of! the! sound! position,! the!diffuse&field!part!came!from!a!database!of!real!BRIRs![55],!referred!to!as!the!Aachen!Impulse!Response!(AIR).! This! diffuse&field! part! has! been! used! to! provide! a!more! realistic! interaural! cross&correlation!than!what!could!have!been!obtained!using!a!room!simulation!(because!of!the!numerous!reflections).!The! BRIRs! were! recorded! at! the! entrance! of! blocked! ear! canals! of! a! dummy! head! (HMS2! Head!Acoustics).!The!BRIRs!recorded!in!a!meeting!room!and!a!lecture!room!has!been!combined!to!the!two!sets!of!absorption!coefficients!used!for!the!early!reflections!(RT60!=!370!ms!and!860!ms,!see!Table!1).!!!The! two! parts! were! produced! at! a! 44100Hz! sampling! frequency! and! combined! to! provide!realistic! reverberation! conditions.! Speech! stimuli!were! then!convolved! in! the! time!domain!with! the!resulting!BRIRs! to!generate! the!binaural! stimuli.!The! stimuli!were! then! sent!directly! to! the!Lexicon!Alpha! soundcard! and! played! back! over! dynamic,! open,! diffuse&field! studio! headphones! from!
Sennheiser!(HD!650).!No!headphone!equalization!was!performed.!Both auditory and visual systems were 
not dynamic i.e. they did not update dynamically to user-head movements. !Table!1.!List!of!the!48!test!conditions!
Index' Modality' Auditory'target' Visual'target' RT60' Visual'cues'1! Auditory!only! 2!m! /! Short:!370!ms! /!2! Auditory!only! 3!m! /! Short:!370!ms! /!3! Auditory!only! 5!m! /! Short:!370!ms! /!4! Auditory!only! 10!m! /! Short:!370!ms! /!5! Auditory!only! 20!m! /! Short:!370!ms! /!6! Auditory!only! 2!m! /! Long!:!860!ms! /!7! Auditory!only! 3!m! /! Long!:!860!ms! /!8! Auditory!only! 5!m! /! Long!:!860!ms! /!9! Auditory!only! 10!m! /! Long!:!860!ms! /!10! Auditory!only! 20!m! /! Long!:!860!ms! /!11! Visual!only! /! 2!m! /! Few!12! Visual!only! /! 3!m! /! Few!13! Visual!only! /! 5!m! /! Few!14! Visual!only! /! 10!m! /! Few!15! Visual!only! /! 20!m! /! Few!16! Visual!only! /! 2!m! /! Many!17! Visual!only! /! 3!m! /! Many!18! Visual!only! /! 5!m! /! Many!19! Visual!only! /! 10!m! /! Many!20! Visual!only! /! 20!m! /! Many!21! Bimodal!coherent! 2!m! 2!m! Short:!370!ms! Few!22! Bimodal!coherent! 3!m! 3!m! Short:!370!ms! Few!23! Bimodal!coherent! 5!m! 5!m! Short:!370!ms! Few!24! Bimodal!coherent! 10!m! 10!m! Short:!370!ms! Few!25! Bimodal!coherent! 20!m! 20!m! Short:!370!ms! Few!26! Bimodal!coherent! 2!m! 2!m! Long!:!860!ms! Many!27! Bimodal!coherent! 3!m! 3!m! Long!:!860!ms! Many!28! Bimodal!coherent! 5!m! 5!m! Long!:!860!ms! Many!29! Bimodal!coherent! 10!m! 10!m! Long!:!860!ms! Many!30! Bimodal!coherent! 20!m! 20!m! Long!:!860!ms! Many!31! Bimodal!coherent! 2!m! 2!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!32! Bimodal!coherent! 3!m! 3!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!33! Bimodal!coherent! 5!m! 5!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!34! Bimodal!coherent! 10!m! 10!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!35! Bimodal!coherent! 20!m! 20!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!36! Bimodal!coherent! 2!m! 2!m! Long!:!860!ms! Few!37! Bimodal!coherent! 3!m! 3!m! Long!:!860!ms! Few!38! Bimodal!coherent! 5!m! 5!m! Long!:!860!ms! Few!39! Bimodal!coherent! 10!m! 10!m! Long!:!860!ms! Few!40! Bimodal!coherent! 20!m! 20!m! Long!:!860!ms! Few!41! Bim!non!coherent! 1!m! 2!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!42! Bim!non!coherent! 20!m! 5!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!43! Bim!non!coherent! 1!m! 5!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!44! Bim!non!coherent! 10!m! 5!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!45! Bim!non!coherent! 20!m! 10!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!46! Bim!non!coherent! 3!m! 10!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!47! Bim!non!coherent! 15!m! 10!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!48! Bim!non!coherent! 5!m! 20!m! Short:!370!ms! Many!






' Several! procedures! can! be! used! for! the! estimation! of! target! distances.! Examples! of! such!procedures!are:!verbal! report!based!on! familiar!units! (e.g.! feet!or!meters)! [56],! ratio! scale!between!multiple!conditions!or!multiple!objects![2]!or!directed!action!such!as!blind&walking!task![7].!This!latter!procedure! takes! advantage! of! subjects! proprioceptive! sense! to! provide! more! accurate! object!localization:!the!subjects!movements!induce!dynamic!distance!cues!that!provide!more!information!on!the!object!position.! In!a! triangulated!blind&walking! task,! subjects! first! see/hear! the!object!placed! in!front!of!them!and!then!are!asked!to!walk!without!vision/audition!to!a!specific!point!indicated!by!the!experimenter.! Then,! still! without! vision/audition,! the! subject! is! asked! to! turn! and! face! the! target!position.! The! new! subject’s! position! and! angle! provides! an! estimated! egocentric! distance! of! the!visual/auditory!object.!Da!Silva![2]!showed!that! the!response!procedures!have!an! influence!on!the!perceived!values.!For! instance,! directed! action! enables! more! accurate! distance! estimations! than! verbal! reports! [8].!However,! this! procedure! provides! directional! cues!while! our! study! focuses! on! distance! perception!only.! Therefore,! a! static! judgment! task! procedure! has! been! used! in! the! present! study:! the! subjects!were! asked! to! report! the! egocentric! distance! of! static! visual! object! and/or! sound! source! on! a!measurement! scale.! In! this! case,! the! subjects! were! provided! with! the! distance! cues! only.! After!presentation! of! the! auditory! and/or! visual! stimuli,! subjects! were! asked! to! report! their! egocentric!distance!judgments!by!using!a!keypad!(with!one!digit!after!the!decimal!point).!Subjects!were!limited!in!time! (12!s)! to!enter! their! judgments.!This! time&window!has!been!employed! to! force! the!subjects! to!provide!spontaneous!distance!values.!All!participants!were!first!provided!with!a!written!description!of!the!experimental!task.!After!reading!the! instructions,!an!experimenter!presented!an!equivalent!verbal!description!of! the!task.!During!the!experiment,! the!written! instructions!(related!to! the!distance! judgments!and!pauses)!were!displayed!on!the!screen.!The!experiment!consisted!of!two!sessions:!1.! During! the! first! session! the! subjects! judged! the! auditory&! and! visual&only! conditions.! The!conditions!were!assessed!in!blocks,!half!of!the!subjects!starting!with!the!auditory!block!and!half!with!the!visual! block.!During! the! auditory!block,! the! screen!displayed!a!uniform!gray! similar! to! the!wall!color.!
2.!During!the!second!session!the!subjects!judged!the!three!auditory&visual!blocks.!The!last!block!included!the!8!spatially!disparate!auditory!and!visual!cues!conditions.!The!two!sessions!were!separated!in!time!by!at!least!36!hours.!The!participants!had!8!and!4!training!trials!in!the!first!and!the!second!sessions,!respectively,! including!the!nearest!(2!m)!and!most!distant!(20!m)!conditions.!The!data!from!the!training!trials!were!discarded!in!the!following!analysis.!In!each!session,! all! combinations!of! target!distance! and! reverberation! and/or! amount!of! visual! information!were!presented! in! random!order,!with! four! repetitions!per! condition.! Since! the!visual! and!auditory!rendering!were!not!modified!according!to!the!position!of!the!subjects,! they!were!asked!not!to!move!their!head!during!the!test.!A!total!of!24!subjects!participated!in!the!experiment.!They!were!recruited!from!the!European!Center!for!Virtual!Reality!(mainly!students!and!researchers).!Participants!were!naive!with!respect!to!the! purpose! of! the! experiment.! They! had! normal! or! corrected! to! normal! vision! and! reported! no!auditory! impairments.!Except! for!15! trials!out!of!4!608,! the! subjects!were!always!able! to!provide!a!score!within!the!12s!time&window.!! !
3.'RESULTS'
' The!relative!error!E!between!the!perceived!distance!ρper!and!the!real!distance!of!the!target!ρtar!were!calculated!using!the!following!equation:!!
E=#(ρper- ρtar) / ρtar     (Eq.!1) Then,!repeated!measure!analyses!of!variance!were!realized.!The!Greenhouse&Geisser!correction!was!applied!when!the!Mauchly!test!showed!that!the!sphericity!assumption!was!violated.!During! the! first! session! (unimodal! conditions),! the! presentation! order! of! the! two! blocks,!auditory&! and! visual&only! conditions,! has! been! randomized:! half! of! the! subjects! started! with! the!auditory!block!and!half!with! the!visual!block.! So! the!block!order!was!analyzed!as!between&subjects!factors!in!the!following!analyses.!Neither!simple!effect!nor!interaction!involving!this!factor!was!found,!whatever!the!condition.!!In!this!study!the!relative!error!appeared!to!be!almost!always!negative!(i.e.!the!distance!was!be!under&estimated!by!subjects),!and!in!the!rest!of!the!paper!«!a!large!absolute!value!of!the!relative!error,!with!a!negative!magnitude!»!will!be!simply!denoted!«!large!relative!error!».!!
3.1'AuditoryConly'condition'
' Figure!3!indicates!the!relative!error!E!as!a!function!of!the!target!distance,!for!the!auditory&only!condition,!for!each!of!the!two!reverberation!times!(short:!370ms,!long:!860ms).!!The! relative! error! was! analyzed! using! repeated! measures! analysis! of! variance! with! target!distance!(5! levels),! reverberation!time!(2! levels),!and!repetition!(4! levels)!as!within&subjects! factors!and!block!order!(2!levels)!as!between&subjects!factors.!!The! analysis! (see! Table! 2)! revealed! a! significant! effect! of! target! distance! (F(4,92)=23.627!;!p<0.0001!with!Greenhouse&Geisser! correction)!:! the!more! the! target!distance,! the!more! the! relative!error,! nevertheless! the! Bonferroni! post&hoc! test! indicated! that! only! the! target! distance! 20m! gave!errors!significantly!higher!than!those!with!the!other!target!distances!(p<0.0001).!The!Anova!revealed!an!effect!of! the!reverberation! time!(F(1,23)=16.077!;!p=0.001!with!Greenhouse&Geisser!correction)!:!the!error!was!lower!when!the!reverberation!time!was!long.!Finally!the!Anova!indicated!a!significant!interaction! between! target! distance! and! reverberation! time! (F(4,92)=11.277!;! p<0.0001! with!Greenhouse&Geisser! correction).!The!Bonferroni!post&hoc! showed! that! for! short! reverberation! time,!only!a!20m!target!distance!gave!error!higher!to!those!with!other!target,!but!with!a!long!reverberation!
time,! both! 10m! and! 20m! target! distance! gave! errors! different! to! those!with! other! target! distances!(p<0.016!in!the!less!significant!case).!!Overall,!with!a!long!reverberation!time,!the!relative!error!was!low!for!a!target!distance!up!to!5!m,! and! increase! significantly! above! this! distance.! In! contrary,! with! a! short! reverberation! time,! the!relative! error!was! always! large,! whatever! the! target! distance! (and! even! increased! significantly! for!target!distance!above!10m).!This!finding!agrees!with!Bronkhorst!and!Houtgast![57],!who!showed!that!perceived!distance!increases!as!the!direct&to&reverberant!energy!ratio!decreases.!!!Previous!research! indicates! that,! for! the!auditory!modality,! the!distance! to!a! sound!source! is!overestimated!when! the! source! is! located! closer! than!2!m,!while! it! is! substantial! and!progressively!underestimated!for!greater!distances![4].!Moreover!Cabrera!et!al.![58,!59]!have!shown!that!auditory!distance!perception!and!auditory! room&size!perception!were! related.! Judgments!of! apparent! source!distance! made! by! participants! seem! to! be! more! accurate! in! a! reverberant! than! in! an! anechoic!environment![12,!18,!60].!Our!results!agree!with!these!studies.!
!Figure! 3.! ! Relative! errors! (means! and! 95%! confidence! intervals)! as! a! function! of! auditory! target!distance!and!reverberation!time!(solid!line:!long!RT60!&!860!ms;!dashed!line!:!short!RT60!&!370!ms).!!Figure!4!shows!the!relationship!between!the!target!distance,#ρtar,!and!the!perceived!egocentric!distance,!ρper!(not!the!relative!error)!for!the!auditory&only!conditions.!The!dotted!line!represents!ideal!performance.!This!figure!confirms!the!large!under&estimation!of!the!target!distances.!!Many! experiments! on! auditory! distance! perception! yield! a! compressive! function! for! the!perceived!versus!actual!distance![4]:!




















ρper’#=#k#.#ρtara## # # # # (Eq.!2)!!where!ρtar! is! the! physical! source! distance! and!ρper’! an! estimate! of! the! perceived! distance! with! fit!parameters!k!and!a.!!By!using!the!perceived!and!the!target!egocentric!distance!values,!the!k!and!a!coefficients!in!Eq.!2! were! estimated! in! a! least&square! sense.! By! using! these! two! coefficients! perceived! egocentric!distances! are! estimated! and! then! compared! to! the! subjects’! judgments.! For! this! purpose,! the! root!mean! square! error,! σ,! was! calculated! for! each! reverberation! time.! The! estimated! coefficients,!
0.96.ρtar0.72# (σ# =# 0.29)! for! the! short! reverberation! time! and! 1.83.ρtar0.53# (σ# =# 0.40)# for! the! long!reverberation!time,!show!a!compression!of!the!target!distance!(a#<#1)!and!higher!errors!for!the!short!RT60!(370!ms)!than!for!the!long!RT60!(860!ms).!Since!Zahorik![44]!obtained!a!similar!compression!(a!=!0.66)! with! a! real! environment,! the! virtual! auditory! environment! used! in! the! experiment! seems! to!provide!enough!auditory!cues!to!simulate!the!position!of!a!sound!source!in!distance.!
!Figure!4.! Relationship! between! the! target! distance,!ρtar,! and! the!perceived! egocentric! distance,#ρper!(means!and!95%!confidence!intervals)!for!the!auditory&only!conditions.!!!
One common problem with auditory displays simulated using an headphone is that auditory events 
are perceived within the head when compared against real environments where auditory events are 
externalised. This impression is enhanced when the headphone is not equalized, when head movements are 
prohibited, and when the room effect is poor. If the room effect is enhanced, for example if the reverberation 
time arises, the “within the head” impression decrease. The fact that the under-estimation of distance was 
mainly observed when the reverberation time was short could let think that the “within the head” impression 
and the distance under-estimation are linked. However, several studies about distance perception of audio 
objects, with other protocols and methods, also showed that apparent source distance reported by 
participants seem to be more accurate in a reverberant than in an anechoic environment [12, 18, 60].  
'
3.2'VisualConly'condition'
' Figure! 5! indicates! the! relative! error! as! a! function! of! the! target! distance,! for! the! visual&only!condition,! for!each!of!the!two!types!of!visual!cues!(few!or!many!visual!cues).!This! figure!shows!that!whatever!the!degree!of!visual!cues,!there!is!a!floor!for!target!distances!2m!and!3m,!another!floor!for!target!distances!10m!and!20m,!and!a!large!decrease!between!them.!However,!the!distance!was!always!under&estimated.!The! relative! error! was! analyzed! using! repeated! measures! analysis! of! variance! with! target!distance!(5!levels),!amount!of!visual!cues!(2!levels:!few!or!many!visual!cues),!and!repetition!(4!levels)!as!within&subjects!factors!and!block!order!as!between&subjects!factors.!!The! analysis! (see! Table! 2)! revealed! a! significant! effect! of! target! distance! (F(4,92)=6.121!;!p=0.006!with!Greenhouse&Geisser!correction),!and!the!Bonferroni!post&hoc!test!indicated!that!only!the!target!distance!20m!gave!errors!significantly!higher!than!those!with!the!target!distances!3m!(p=0.002)!and!5m!(p=0.047).!!The!Anova! showed!no! simple! effect! of! the! amount! of! visual! cues,! but! indicated! a! significant!interaction!target!distance!/!visual!cues!(F(4,92)=2.92!;!p=0.039!with!Greenhouse&Geisser!correction).!The! Bonferroni! post&hoc! showed! that! the! relative! error! for! target! distances! 10m! and! 20m! was!surprisingly!larger!when!the!visual!cues!were!numerous!(respectively!p=0.008!and!p=0.01).!!
!Figure!5.!!Relative!errors!(means!and!95%!confidence!intervals)!as!a!function!of!visual!target!distance!and!visual!cues!(solid!line!:!few!visual!cues;!dashed!line!:!many!visual!cues).!!Figure!6!shows!the!relationship!between!the!target!distance,!ρtar,!and!the!perceived!egocentric!distance,! ρper,! for! the! visual&only! conditions.! The! dotted! line! represents! ideal! performance.! The!interpolation! of! Eq.! 2! in! a! least&square! sense! estimated! coefficients! of# 0.70.ρtar0.96# (σ# =# 0.16)! and!
0.71.ρtar0.93#(σ#=#0.24)!for!the!restricted!and!full!visual!cues,!respectively!(gray!curves!on!figure).!These!values!and!figure!6!show!that!target!distance!is!not!really!compressed!(a#>#0.93:!quasi&linear)!but!still!under&estimated! (k#<#1).!The!prediction!error,!σ,! is! reduced!compared! to! the!auditory!modality!and!higher! for! the! full!visual!cues! than! for! the!restricted!visual!cues.!This! latter!result!confirms!that! the!distance!perception!is!worse!in!case!that!numerous!anchors!are!included!in!the!visual!environment.!!The!under&estimations!obtained!in!this!experiment!show!that!the!used!visual!environments!do!not! accurately! simulate! real! environments.!A! linear! relationship! between! the! perceived! egocentric!distance!and!the!target!distance!of!a!real!visual!object!has!been!observed!by!Loomis!et!al.![7].!But!it!has!been!reported!that!visual!distance!perception!is!quite!accurate!for!targets!up!to!20!m!away!if!full!visual! cue! conditions!are!available! to! the!observer! [7,!61,!62,!63].!When! the!distant!visual! cues!are!restricted,! visual! perception! of! distance! becomes! less! accurate! [3].! In! this! study,! the! relationship!between! perceived! and! target! distances! were! quasi&linear,! but! under&estimated.! It! is! possible! that!even!when!the!visual!cues!were!considered!as!«!many!»,!these!were!still!a!too!poor!visual!content.!Moreover,!with!head&mounted!displays!(HMD),!perceived!visual!distances!have!been!observed!to!be!systematically!under&estimated![64].!Virtual!reality!systems!based!on! large! immersive!screens!
















were! thought! to! offer! a! better! distance! perception! [33].! But! studies! focusing! on! visual! distance!perception! in! virtual! environments! rendered! by! large! immersive! screens! have! found! that! visual!distances!were!underestimated!using!these!systems,!exactly!as!in!HMD!systems![8,!65,!66,!67,!68].!Our!results!agree!with!that.!!
'
!Figure!6:!Relationship!between! the! target!distance,!ρtar,! and! the!perceived! egocentric!distance,!ρper!(means!and!95%!confidence!intervals)!for!the!visual&only!conditions.!!!
3.3.'BiCmodal'condition,'coherent'auditory'and'visual'targets'
' The!solid!line!of!Figure!7!indicates!the!relative!error!as!a!function!of!the!target!distance!for!the!bimodal! condition! (with! coherent! visual! and! auditory! targets),! all! types! of! visual! cues! and! all!reverberation!times!confounded.!!The! relative! error! in! bimodal! condition! was! analyzed! using! repeated! measures! analysis! of!variance!with! target! distance! (5! levels),! scenery! (2! levels!:! few!or!many! visual! cues),! reverberation!time!(2!levels!:!short!or!long),!and!repetition!(4!levels)!as!within&subjects!factors!and!block!order!as!between&subjects!factors.!!The! analysis! (see! Table! 2)! revealed! a! significant! effect! of! target! distance! (F(4,88)=5.478!;!p=0.011! with! Greenhouse&Geisser! correction),! and! the! Bonferroni! post&hoc! test! indicated! that! the!
target!distance!3m!gave!errors!significantly!smaller!than!those!with!the!target!distances!5!(p!=0.009),!10!(p=0.001)!and!20!(p=0.038),!and!that!the!target!distance!5m!gave!errors!significantly!smaller!!than!those!with!the!10m!target!distance!(p=0.007).!The!Anova!did!not!highlight!any!other!significant!effect!or!interaction.!!
!!
Figure 7. Relative!errors! (means!and!95%!confidence! intervals)!as!a! function!of! target!distance! for!auditory&only! (dashed&dotted! line),! visual&only! (dotted! line),! and! bimodal!with! coherent! visual! and!auditory!targets!(solid!line).!!Table! 2:! Significant! factors! for! modalities! Auditory&only,! Visual&only,! and! Bimodal! (with! coherent!targets).!





VISUAL)ONLY, Target,distance, F(4,92)=6.121!! p=0.006!
Target,distance,*,Visual,cues, F(4,92)=2.92! p=0.039!!
BIMODAL,),COHERENT,
TARGETS, Target,distance, F(4,88)=5.478!! p=0.011!!!Figure!8!shows!the!relationship!between!the!target!distance!ρtar!and!the!averaged!perceived!egocentric!distance,!ρper,!for!the!bimodal!conditions!with!coherent!visual!and!auditory!targets.!Error!


















                            











3.4.1.#Auditory/only#vs.#Visual#only#The!comparison!between!figures!3!and!5!indicated!that!the!relationship!between!the!target!and!perceived! distances! is! different! between! visual&only! and! auditory&only! cases!:! in! auditory! case,! the!relative!error!was!very!dependent!of!the!reverberation!time!:!with!long!time!reverberation,!the!error!went!from!zero!(for!close!targets)!to!&60%!errors!(for!far!targets).!For!short!time!reveb,!the!error!went!from!&35%!to!&60%.!In!visual!case,!whatever!the!decor,!the!errors!were!lower!and!ranged!between!!&27%!and! &43%.!Moreover! the!variance!was! lower! for!visual!case! than! for!auditory!case! (especially!with!long!reverberation!time).!!It!is!generally!agreed!that!the!distance!to!an!object!is!perceived!more!accurately!and!with!less!variability!in!the!visual!than!in!the!auditory!modality![7,!39,!41].!In!the!present!experiment,!the!under&estimation!of!visual!target!distances!is!certainly!due!to!the!virtual&reality!system![8,!65,!66,!67,!68].!!
3.4.2.#Coherent#Bimodal#condition#vs.#Auditory/only#and#Visual#only#When!looking!at!the!figure!7,!all!reverberation!times!and!all! types!of!visual!cues!confounded,!the!variances! in!bimodal!condition!seems!to!be!very!close!to! those! in! the!visual&only!condition.!The!figure!9!indicates!relative!errors!(means!and!95%!confidence!intervals)!as!a!function!of!target!distance!for!auditory&only!(dotted!black!line),!visual&only!(solid!black!line),!and!bimodal!with!coherent!visual!and!auditory!targets!(grey!solid!line).!The!four!sub&figures!indicate!the!different!conditions!(short!or!long!reverberation!depending!on!the!first!or!the!second!line!;!few!or!many!visual!cues!depending!on!the!first!or!the!second!column).!The!two!dotted!black!lines!are!identical!for!the!two!sub&figures!on!a!same! line! (short!or! long!reverberation! time),!and! the! two!solid!black! lines!are! identical! for! the! two!sub&figures!on!a!same!colums!(few!or!many!visual!cues).!On!the!contrary,!the!grey!line,!indicating!the!bimodal!condition,! is!different! in!each!sub&figure.!For!example,!compare!the!relative!errors!between!auditory&only!condition!with!short!reverberation!and!visual&only!condition!with!few!visual!cues!is!not!of!interest,!but!the!comparison!of!the!bimodal!condition!with!short!reverberation!and!few!visual!cues!with!each!of!these!unimodal!conditions!could!indicate!if!the!bimodal!condition!is!closer!to!auditory&!or!visual&only!condition.!!The!grey! line! is!always!very!close! to! the!solid!black! line!(visual!only!condition).!For! the! long!reverberation!condition,!the!relative!error!for!auditory&only!is!low!for!close!targets,!and!large!for!20m!target,!but!the!bimodal!shape!follows!the!visual&only!one.!
For!each!combination!of!reverberation!time!and!amount!of!visual!cues,!the!relative!error!was!analyzed!using!repeated!measures!analysis!of!variance!with!modality!(3! levels:!visual!only,!auditory!only,! or! bimodal! coherent),! target! distance! (5! levels),! and! repetition! (4! levels)! as! within&subjects!factors.!Short!reverberation!time,!few!or!many!visual!cues:'These!two!conditions!gave!quite!similar!results:!no!difference! was! oberved! between! visual&only,! auditory&only,! and! bimodal! conditions.! However! the!Anova!highlighted! two!exceptions! (see!Table!3)! showed!by! the! interaction!between! target!distance!and!modality!(F(8,184)=2.837!;!p=0.039!with!few!visual!cues,!and!F(8,184)=2.78;!p=0.047!with!many!visual! cues):! at! the! target! distance! 20m,! auditory&only! condition! gave! larger! errors! than! bimodal!conditions!(p<0.0001!according!to!Bonferroni!post&hoc!test),!and!at!the!target!distance!3m!and!only!with!many!visual!cues,!auditory&only!condition!gave!larger!errors!than!bimodal!conditions!(p=0.019!according!to!Bonferroni!post&hoc!test).!Long!reverberation!time,! few!or!many!visual!cues:'For!the!case!with! few!visual!cues,! the!modalities!(visual&only,! auditory&only,! and! bimodal)! were! not! statistically! different.! For! the! case! many! visual!cues,! only! modalities! visual&only! and! auditory&only! gave! significant! different! relative! errors!(F(8,184)=15.074!;!p<0.0001!according!to!the!Anova,!and!p=0.047!according!to!Bonferroni!post&hoc).!Whatever!the!amount!of!visual!cues!(see!Table!3),!the!interaction!between!target!distance!and!modality! highlighted! by! the! Anova! (F(8,184)=16.137!;! p<0.0001! with! few! visual! cues,! and!F(8,184)=15.074;!p<0.0001!with!many!visual!cues)!indicated!three!stages!:!&!for!target!distances!2m,!3m!,!and!5m,!auditory&only!condition!gave!errors!lower!than!those!for!bimodal!conditions!(p<0.015!for!the!less!significant!case!according!to!Bonferroni!post&hoc).!!&! for!target!distance!10m,!auditory&only!curve! is!crossing!the!other!curves,!and!no!significant!difference!were!oberved.!!&! for!target!distances!20m,!auditory&only!condition!gave!errors!higher!than!those!for!bimodal!conditions!(p=0.028!according!to!Bonferroni!post&hoc).!!In! sum,! with! long! reverberation! time,! bimodal! and! visual&only! modalities! gave! statistically!similar!relative!errors!whatever!the!target!distance,!and!except!for!the!target!distance!10m,!bimodal!and!auditory&only!modalities!gave!always!different!relative!errors.!So!our!results!suggest!that!distance!estimation!accuracy!in!bimodal!coherent!condition!is!completely!determined!by!visual!cues,!and!that!the!addition!of!auditory!cues!has!no!influence.!Moreover! both! reverberation! times! provide! the! same!bimodal! distance! estimations!whereas!reverberation! time! has! an! influence! on! the! auditory&only! conditions.! The! restricted! influence! of!
reverberation! time! on! the! bimodal! conditions! can! be! considered! as! a! visual! capture! effect! of! the!perceived!auditory!distance.!!! ! Zahorik! [43]! showed! that! the! presence! of! visual! cues! increased! the! accuracy! of! auditory!distance!perception!and!lowered!the!variability!of!the!judgments.!However,!for!distances!greater!than!2!m!listeners!still!significantly!underestimated!the!distance!of!the!sound!source!:!for!distances!of!4!and!5! m! from! the! source! they! never! exceeded! 3! m.! These! data! give! respectively! relative! errors! (4&3)/4=25%! and! (5&3)/5=40%.!When! looking! at! the! figure! 9,! the! grey! solid! lines! (bimodal! coherent!targets)! indicate! similar! values.! Thus! results! of! the! present! study! in! bimodal! condition! in! virtual!environment!are!in!agreement!with!Zahorik!results![43]!in!real!environment.!Thus,!using!virtual!visual!environments!makes!participants!underestimate!distances!(§!3.2.),!but!this!did!not!affect!the!auditory&visual!interaction.!
 
Figure 9. Relative!errors! (means!and!95%!confidence! intervals)!as!a! function!of! target!distance! for!auditory&only!(dotted!black!line),!visual&only!(solid!black!line),!and!bimodal!with!coherent!visual!and!auditory! targets! (grey! solid! line).! The! four! sub&figures! indicate! the! different! conditions:! short!(RT60=370!ms)!or!long!(RT60=860!ms)!reverberation!depending!on!the!first!or!the!second!line;!few!or!many!visual!cues!depending!on!the!first!or!the!second!column.!!
!Table!3:!Significant!factors!when!comparing!Coherent!Bimodal!condition!vs.!Auditory&only!and!Visual!only.!
RT60) VISUAL)CUES) SIGNIFICANT)FACTORS) F)value) p)value)
SHORT,(370,ms), FEW,CUES, Target,distance,*,Modality, F(8,184)=2.837!! p=0.039!!
MANY,CUES, Target,distance,*,Modality, F(8,184)=2.78! p=0.047!!
LONG,(860,ms),
MANY,CUES, Target,distance, F(8,184)=15.074!! p<0.0001!!
FEW,CUES, Target,distance,*,Modality, F(8,184)=16.137!! p<0.0001!!
MANY,CUES, Target,distance,*,Modality, F(8,184)=15.074! p<0.0001!!!
3.5.'BiCmodal'condition,'incoherent'auditory'and'visual'targets''
' The! test! conditions! presented! in! section! 3.1! include! eight! bimodal! conditions!with! spatially!disparate! visual! and! auditory! distances.! These! are! defined! by! the! target! distances! of! the! visual!stimulus! ρtar,V,! and! the! auditory! stimulus! ρtar,A,! see! the! first! column! of! Table! 4.! For! these! eight!conditions! the! stimuli!were! placed! in! the! visual! environment!with!many! visual! cues! and! the! room!effect!corresponding!to!the!short!reverberation!time!RT60!=!370!ms!has!been!used.!Concerning!visual&only,!auditory&only,!and!bimodal!with!coherent!cues!conditions,!the!results!were!expressed!as!relative!error!(in!percent).!This!relative!error!was!based!on!the!target!distance!(Eq.!1).!In!bimodal!condition!with!different!visual!and!auditory!targets,!the!calculation!of!relative!error!would!not!make!sense.!So!in!this!paragraph!the!results!will!be!simply!expressed!as!perceived!distance!(in!meters).!!
3.5.1.# Comparison#between#bimodal# incoherent# condition# [ρtar,V=i,# ρtar,A=j]# and# visual/only# [ρtar,V=i]# and#
auditory/only#[ρtar,A=j]#conditions.#!! ! On!the!figure!10,!the!crosses!with!errorbars!(respectively!means!and!95%!confidence!intervals!when! considering! all! subjects! and! repetitions)! indicate! the! perceived! distances! for! the! bimodal!incoherent! condition! with! visual! target! distance! Vi! (or! ρtar,V=i)! and! auditory! target! distance! Aj! (or!
ρtar,A=j).!«!V5!A20!»!means!visual!target!at!5!meters!and!auditory!target!at!20!meters.!The!circles!with!errorbars!(means!and!95%!confidence!intervals)!indicate!the!perceived!distances!for!the!visual&only!condition!with!visual!target!distance!Vi!(i.e.!the!visual!target!in!the!incoherent!condition).!The!circles!without!errorbar! indicate!the!visual!target!distances!themselve!(for!example!2!meters!for!the!target!V2).! The! squares! with! errorbars! (means! and! 95%! confidence! intervals)! indicate! the! perceived!distances! for! the! auditory&only! condition! with! auditory! target! distance! Aj! (i.e.! the! distance! of! the!
auditory! target! in! the! incoherent! condition).! The! auditory&only! conditions! A1! and! A15! have! no!corresponding!perceived!distance!because!the!auditory!targets!at!1m!and!15m!were!not!tested.!The!squares!without!errorbar!indicate!the!auditory!target!distances!themselve!(for!example!20!meters!for!the!target!A20).!!!!!! !
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!Figure!10.!Perceived!distance!(means!and!95%!confidence!intervals!among!listeners!and!repetitions)!for! bimodal! condition! Vi! Aj! with! incoherent! visual! and! auditory! targets! (crosses! with! errorbars),!visual–only! condition! Vi! with! the! same! visual! target! (circles! with! errorbars)! and! auditory&only!condition!Aj!with!the!same!auditory!target!(squares!with!errorbars).!The!circles!and!squares!without!errorbars!indicate!respectively!the!visual!and!auditory!target!distances!themselve.!!
! ! The!examination!of!figure!10!shows!that!the!incoherent!condition!is!always!closer!to!the!visual&only! condition!with! same! visual! target! than! to! the! auditory&only! condition!with! the! same! auditory!target.! The! Bonferroni! post&hoc! test! associated! to! the! one&way! Anova! indicated! that! the! bimodal!incoherent! conditions! gave! perceived! distances! systematically! different! to! the! ones! given! by! the!auditory&only!modality!with!the!same!auditory!targets.!Bimodal!conditions!V2!A1,!V5!A1,!V10!A3,!and!V20! A5! gave! also! perceived! distances! significantly! different! to! the! ones! given! by! the! visual&only!modality!with!the!same!visual!targets.!On!the!contrary,!bimodal!conditions!V5!A20,!V5!A10,!V10!A20!and!V10!A15! gave! statistically! similar! perceived!distances! than! visual&only!modality!with! the! same!visual!targets.!These!similar!results!are!indicated!by!asterisk!marks!in!table!4.!The!bimodal!conditions!that!are!equivalent!to!the!visual&only!ones!are!those!with!a!visual!target!closer!to!the!subject!than!the!auditory! target.! In! this! case,! the! visual! attraction!was! complete! and! the! attraction! by! the! auditory!target!was!nonexistent.!On!the!contrary,!when!auditory!target!was!closer!to!the!subject!than!the!visual!target,! the! auditory! target! slightly! attracted! the! percept,! in! consequence! the! perceived! distance! in!bimodal!condition!was!placed!between!the!ones!for!visual&only!and!auditory&only!conditions!(and!was!statistically!different!to!them).!
3.5.2.# Comparison# between# bimodal# incoherent# condition# [ρtar,V=i,# ρtar,A=j]# and# bimodal# coherent#
condition#[ρtar,V=i,#ρtar,A=i]#or#[ρtar,V=j,#ρtar,A=j]#! ! On!the! figure!11,! the!crosses!with!errorbars! indicate! the!perceived!distances! for! the!bimodal!incoherent! condition! with! visual! target! distance! Vi! (or! ρtar,V=i)! and! auditory! target! distance! Aj! (or!
ρtar,A=j).! «!V5!A20!»! (the! second!bimodal! incoherent! condition)!means! visual! target! at! 5!meters! and!auditory! target! at! 20! meters.! The! circles! with! errorbars! indicate! the! perceived! distances! for! the!bimodal!coherent!condition!with!visual! target!Vi!and!auditory!target!distance!Ai!(i.e.! the!distance!of!the!visual!target!in!the!incoherent!condition,!for!example!V5!A5).!The!squares!with!errorbars!indicate!the!perceived!distances!for!the!bimodal!coherent!condition!with!visual!target!Vj!and!auditory!target!distance!Aj!(i.e.!the!distance!of!the!auditory!target!in!the!incoherent!condition,!for!example!V20A20).!The! bimodal! coherent! conditions! V1! A1! and! ! V15! A15! have! no! corresponding! perceived! distance!because! the! auditory! targets! at! 1m! and! 15m!were! not! tested.! As! in! the! figure! 10,! the! circles! and!squares!without!errorbar!indicate!respectively!the!visual!and!auditory!target!distances!themselve.!
!Figure!11.!Perceived!distance!(means!and!95%!confidence!intervals!among!listeners!and!repetitions)!for! bimodal! condition! Vi! Aj! with! incoherent! visual! and! auditory! targets! (crosses! with! errorbars),!bimodal! coherent! condition! Vi! Ai!with! the! same! visual! target! (circles!with! errorbars)! and! bimodal!coherent! condition! Vj! Aj! with! the! same! auditory! target! (squares! with! errorbars).! The! circles! and!squares!without!errorbars!indicate!respectively!the!visual!and!auditory!target!distances!themselve.!!
! ! The! examination! of! figure! 11! shows! that! the! incoherent! condition! is! always! closer! to! the!coherent! condition!with! same! visual! target! than! to! the! coherent! condition!with! the! same! auditory!target.! The!Bonferroni! post&hoc! test! associated! to! the!Anova! indicated! that! the! bimodal! incoherent!conditions!gave!perceived!distances!systematically!different!to!the!ones!given!by!the!bimodal!coherent!conditions!with!the!same!auditory!targets.!On!the!contrary,!bimodal!incoherent!conditions!(except!for!the!V5!A1!one)!gave!statistically!similar!perceived!distances! than!bimodal!coherent!conditions!with!the!same!visual!targets.!This!finding!means!that!for!most!targets,!the!perceived!distance!for!bimodal!incoherent!condition!Vi!Aj! ! is!the!same!than!the!one!for!bimodal!coherent!condition!Vi!Ai! !(with!the!same!visual!target).!!This! result! globally! agrees! with! studies! (realized! in! real! life! and! not! specific! to! distance!perception)!describing!the!ventriloquism!effect!as!a!capture!of!the!auditory!signal!by!the!visual!signal![38,!39,!40].!Nevertheless,!in!real!life,!the!visual&capture!effect!would!have!given!perceptual!distance!with!quite! low!under&estimations.!Here,! the!bimodal! incoherent! condition!gave!a! systematical! large!under&estimation.! These! under&estimations! were! also! obtained! in! visual&only! condition! and! in!bimodal! coherent! condition.! So! the!visual! capture! is! effective,! and! the!under&estimation! is! certainly!due!to!the!virtual!reality!system![8,!65,!66,!67,!68].!!
3.5.3.#Influence#of#the#offset#between#auditory#and#visual#targets#! In! 3.5.1.,! the! nature! (visual! vs.! auditory)! of! the! closer! target! had! an! influence! on! the! visual!capture!of!the!incoherent!bimodal!stimulus!:!the!visual!capture!was!effective!only!when!visual!target!was!closer!to!the!subject!than!the!auditory!target.!So!for!each!couple!of!targets!the!offset!∆ρ!between!the!auditory!and!visual!target!distances!was!calculated:!!
∆ρ#=#ρtar,A#−#ρtar,V!! ! ! ! ! (Eq.!3)!!! ! Then! the! difference! between! perceived! distance! in! bimodal! incoherent! condition! Vi! Aj! and!visual&only!condition!with!the!same!visual!target!Vi!(this!distance!represents!representing!the!visual!capture)! was! also! calculated.! The! correlation! between! this! difference! and! the! offset! was! low:!r(768)=0.264!;! p<0.0001! according! to! Pearson! test.! This! lack! of! offset! effect! could! mean! that! the!difference! between! auditory! and! visual! target! distances! is! not! of! sense! without! considering! the!distances!themselve.!!
!
3.5.4.#A#model#of#distance#perception#in#bimodal#incoherent#condition#!! ! Alais!and!Burr![41],!in!a!study!about!azimuth,!explained!that!our!ability!to!make!use!of!visual!cues! to! localize!stimuli! typically! leads! to! less!variability! than!our!ability!of!using!auditory!cues,!and!proposed!a!model!of!optimal!combination!of!visual!and!auditory!spatial!cues,!where!each!modality!is!weighted!by!an!inverse!estimate!of!its!variability!:!
# # # # # # # SAV#=#wV#SV#+#wA#SA# # #### # # ##########(Eq.!4)#
#where!SAV!is!the!estimation!of!the!percept!in!bimodal!incoherent!condition,!SA!the!percept!in!auditory&only!condition,!SV!the!percept!in!visual&only!condition,!and!wV!and!wA!are!the!relative!weights!for!each!modality,!inversely!proportional!to!their!variances:!!! !! ! ! ! ! ! !! = ! ! !!!! !!!!! !!! = ! !!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ! !!!!!!!(Eq.!5)!! ! !We! applied! this!model! to! the! perceived! distances! obtained! in! visual&only! and! auditory&only!conditions,!and!calculated!an!estimation!of!perceived!distance!for!each!bimodal!incoherent!condition.!Then!we!observed!the!correlation!between!the!estimations!and!the!experimental!perceived!distances!in!bimodal! incoherent! condition.!This! correlation! is! substantial!(but!not! really!high):! r(120)=0.709!;!p<0.0001.!Anyway!it!confirms!the!consistency!for!the!distance!estimation!of!the!combination!of!visual!and! auditory! cues! weighted! by! an! inverse! estimate! of! their! variability.! It! is! worth! noting! to! the!consistence! of! the! prediction!was! higher! in! the! study! of! Alais! and! Burr! [41],! but! it! concerned! the!ventriloquism!effect!in!azimuth!(not!in!distance),!moreover!authors!used!six!subjects!with!numerous!trials!whereas!we!used!24!subjects!with!only!4!repetitions.!!!!
' '
4.'CONCLUSION''
! ! This!study!used!virtual!environments!in!order!to!analyze!the!egocentric!distance!perception!for!targets! placed! between! 2! and! 20! meters.! It! focused! on! the! comparison! of! uni&modal! (visual! or!auditory)!and!bimodal!(visual!and!auditory)!coherent!and!non&coherent!conditions.!! ! The!compression!of!distances!for!auditory&only!condition!agreed!with!previous!studies!realized!in! real! life.! The! results! for! visual&only! condition! showed! an! under&estimation! of! distances! (without!compression).!This!under&estimation!is!larger!than!those!obtained!in!real!life!studies,!but!was!already!higlighted!in!studies!in!virtual!environments.!!! ! With! long! reverberation! time,! the! “bimodal! coherent! conditions”! (with! coherent! visual! and!auditory! targets)! and! visual&only! conditions! gave! statistically! similar! relative! errors! whatever! the!target!distance,!and!except!for!the!target!distance!10m,!bimodal!coherent!condition!and!auditory&only!modalities! gave! always! different! relative! errors.! So! our! results! suggest! that! distance! estimation!accuracy!in!bimodal!coherent!condition!is!completely!determined!by!visual!cues,!and!that!the!addition!of!auditory!cues!has!no!influence.!! ! The! «!bimodal! incoherent! conditions!»! (with! incoherent! auditory! and! visual! targets)! gave!perceived!distances!systematically!different!to!the!ones!given!by!the!«!bimodal!coherent!conditions!»!(with!coherent!auditory!and!visual!targets)!with!the!same!auditory!targets.!On!the!contrary,!bimodal!incoherent! conditions! gave! similar! perceived! distances! than! bimodal! coherent! conditions! with! the!same!visual!targets.!!! ! The! bimodal! incoherent! conditions! gave! perceived! distances! systematically! different! to! the!ones! given! by! the! auditory&only!modality! with! the! same! auditory! targets.! The! bimodal! incoherent!conditions!! gave! perceived! distances! equivalent! to! the! visual&only! ones!when! the! visual! target!was!closer!to!the!subject!than!the!auditory!target.!In!this!case,!the!visual!attraction!was!complete!and!the!attraction!by!the!auditory!target!was!nonexistent.!On!the!contrary,!when!auditory!target!was!closer!to!the!subject!than!the!visual!target,!the!auditory!target!slightly!attracted!the!percept,!in!consequence!the!perceived!distance!in!bimodal!incoherent!condition!was!placed!between!the!ones!for!visual&only!and!auditory&only!conditions!(and!was!statistically!different!to!them).!!! ! Globally!the!results!showed!a!higher!influence!of!visual!information!than!auditory!information!on!the!perceived!distance.!!! !
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